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From: James Crosier <jac4664@gmail.com> 
Date: August 9, 2021 at 5:05:13 PM EDT 
To: Select Board Assistant <Select.Board@hinsdalema.gov> 
Subject: Northgate RV Park 
I am totally against the proposed RV park at Camp Emerson. My vote would be NEGATIVE  
 
Sent from my iPad 
___________________________________________________________ 
 
From: lake7737@aol.com 
Date: August 9, 2021 at 6:46:13 PM EDT 
To: Select Board Assistant <Select.Board@hinsdalema.gov> 
Subject: Northgate RV Park 
Reply-To: lake7737@aol.com 
 
I would like to ask the Select Board to vote NO for the RV Park on Longview Ave.  
Thank you. 
Gail Crosier 
___________________________________________________________ 
 
Debra Borenstein  
Martin Kornblatt  
53 Edgewood Drive  
Hinsdale, Ma 01235  
 
August 10, 2021  
 
Dear Select Persons, Please vote “no” to the Northgate RV Park. We do not have the infrastructure to have 300 
RV’s. The beautiful thing about Hinsdale is it’s quiet lakes and limited population. I voted “yes” to the new 
marijuana farm. But this RV park is different because it will change the character of where we live by making it 
more crowded and taxing our water and sewer systems. We can find a better business for our neighborhood. Please 
vote against this RV park being allowed.  
 
Sincerely, Debra Borenstein 
___________________________________________________________ 
 
From: wtharty@aol.com [mailto:wtharty@aol.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, August 10, 2021 9:56 AM 
To: Select Board Assistant <Select.Board@hinsdalema.gov> 
Cc: Graves, Bob <Town.Administrator@hinsdalema.gov> 
Subject: Northgate RV Park! Vote NO on this outrageous proposal 
 
Dear Select Board Members:        
 
We are totally against this proposal to transform our small intimate loved community into a 300 Vehicle Rec. Park. 
It seems that outsiders think that Hinsdale people are naïve and desperate to have any activity in our area that might 
bring in some revenue.   
 
We are not Lake George , which is off a main highway, the Northway, where such vehicles travel to get to parks.  
Bringing in vast numbers of vehicles and people will do nothing to enhance our very special community, except 
bring pollution to our waters, and the land and  destroy already narrow roadways and bring in outsiders who are not 
the least bit interested in protecting, contributing  to  and valuing our special town.    Not to mention the importance 
of keeping our community members safe during this ongoing Covid situation! 
 
There may be other good uses for this property, that will support the special quality of our area, but this proposal is 
outrageous!   We vote a definite NO to this project.     Thank you.  Carol and Bill Harty   
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___________________________________________________________ 
 
August 11, 2021 
(via emailed PDF document 
 
Planning Board Members and Bob Graves: 
 
I am writing to you to voice my concerns about the recent application from 
Northgate for the Camp Emerson property on Longview Ave. I currently sit on the 
planning commission of Danbury Ct, a city of 85,000 residents. I additionally served 
multiple terms as an elected official on the city’s zoning board. Over the past 12 plus 
years I have come to understand the intricacies of land use and zoning regulations. 
 
It is reassuring that the town has enlisted the help of an Engineering Firm and legal 
council to help them through this process. 
 
Since zoning laws and regulations surrounding land usage are where my knowledge 
base lies, that will be the focus of this letter. 
 
After doing some initial research, and following multiple conversations with members of 
the special PLA committee, I was able to see the nature of the company we are dealing 
with. 
 
Paul Bazanchuk, a neighbor of mine on South Shore road, shared an interesting 
perspective about his concerns regarding Northgate as a company. Paul, who also 
resides in New Hampshire near other Northgate camp grounds, gave me some first 
hand knowledge of his experience with how this company operates. 
 
Northgate has been involved in numerous court cases with towns around the country. 
The company appears to focus on smaller towns that may not necessarily have the 
knowledge or funds to protect themselves from the tactics that Northgate uses to gain 
its approvals. 
 
In 1979 when the town of Hinsdale first voted to adopt the zoning by-laws, the town had 
4-6 “summer camps” and 2 camp grounds. Since the summer camps were a key part of 
the towns economy, the specific use was included as a “special permitted use”. An 
internet search of the phrase "commercial summer camp” is clearly in line with the land 
use of a Camp Romaca or a Camp Taconic, not with the land use of a camp resort or 
camp ground. The bylaws were written using the term “commercial summer camps” 
specifically referring to them since they were a key part of the towns economy and they 
did not want any confusion. If they had chosen one of the broader terms or selected an 
additional special permitted use that included campgrounds or an RV park, they would 
have done so. Since they did not specifically include campgrounds or RV park as a 
special permitted use, which existed in the town at the time we can assume it was left 
out intentionally. 
 
With this bit of information, we are able to define what the term "Commercial Summer 
Camp” means in the zoning by-laws. 
 
I will review the guidelines in the zoning by-laws that are all required to be met in order 
for a special permit to be granted by the SPGA. I have copied the exact text from the 
by-laws and included it below. 
 
1. Is in compliance with all other provisions and requirements of this By-law, and in harmony with its general intent 
and purpose. 
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As I stated, the town’s by-laws have a clear definition of a “commercial summer camp”. 
Northgate’s proposal lacks the “general intent” due to the fact that a campground does 
not have the same use as a summer camp. With regards to the word "purpose" section 
1 of the by-laws titled "TITLE, AUTHORITY AND PURPOSE” clearly states the 
purpose of these by-laws 
 
The purpose of this By-Law is to achieve greater implementation of the powers granted 
to the municipalities under Article 89 of the Amendments to the Constitution of the Commonwealth in the general 
interests of public health, safety and welfare, including, but not limited to the objectives set forth in Section 2A of 
the 1975 Massachusetts Acts, Chapter 808, and following objectives: 
To prevent overcrowding of land, to secure safety from fire, flood, panic and 
other dangers, to conserve health, and to lessen congestion in the streets. 
To facilitate the adequate provision of transportation, water supply, drainage, 
sewerage, schools, parks, open space and other public requirements. 
To conserve the value of land and buildings including the conservation of 
natural resources and the prevention of blight and pollution of the environment. 
To preserve and increase amenities by the promulgation of regulations 
designed to: 
 
Protect the Town's significant environmental features such as: flood plains and flood prone areas, wetlands, 
Housatonic River, brooks, ponds, water resources, woodlands, areas of scenic beauty, and sites and structures of 
historic importance. 
Preserve the natural, scenic and aesthetic qualities of the community.  
Minimize the adverse effects of developments of the Town's environmental and historic features. 
 Employ cooperatively the various measures taken by the Town's agencies, under diverse legislative authority, 
including the State Sanitary Code, Wetlands Protections Act, Subdivision Control Legislation, and the State 
Building Code, for the protection and enhancement of the Town's existing small-town character, open spaces, low 
density of population, and in the interests of the Town's orderly growth at deliberate pace. 
 
2. Will not be detrimental to adjacent uses or to the established or planned future character of the neighborhood. The 
character of the neighborhood will be changed by the additional traffic and population. Plunkett lake which is 
already heavily used will be overwhelmed if even just a small percentage of the 1000 plus occupants of the 
Northgate camp resort visit it on a given day. 
 
3. Will not create undue traffic congestion, or unduly impair pedestrian safety. 
It is clear the roads have the potential to handle the volume if you strictly base it 
on numbers from a traffic engineer, but that is not what this question asks. This 
question asks if it will it create undue traffic congestion and unduly impair pedestrian 
safety. The answer is that it will, just because of the increase of traffic on the Longview 
and Michaels Rd. 
 
4. Will not overload any public water, drainage or sewer system or any other municipal 
facility to such an extent that the proposed use or any existing use in the immediate area or in any other area of the 
town will be unduly subjected to the hazards affecting public health, safety or general welfare. 
 
What effect will this project have on future development in town? If someone wanted to 
build a small manufacturing plant or assisted living center at some point in the near 
future, would the town still have the remaining capacity in the water and sewer system 
for additional development if this project were to go through? Hopefully the engineers 
hired by the town at Northgate’s expense according to the Special Permit by-laws will 
be able to give us an answer on this. 
 
I have clearly and concisely laid the groundwork for the planning commission to not give 
a positive recommendation for this application to the SPGA without even mentioning any possible environmental 
impact. 
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Sincerely 
Kevin Haas 
 
Gary and Maryann Mougin 
Kevin and Katy Mougin Haas 
227 South Shore Dr. 
Hinsdale MA 
___________________________________________________________ 
 
From: Amy Arico [mailto:amy@arico.org]  
Sent: Wednesday, August 11, 2021 6:02 PM 
To: Graves, Bob <Town.Administrator@hinsdalema.gov> 
Subject: Northgate Resort Proposal  
 
I would like to start by saying I am trying my best to keep an open mind about the proposed Northgate RV park at 
Camp Emerson. I want our town and local businesses to thrive. Plus, I love going camping. My family owns a 
towing camper and we spend a lot of the summer visiting campgrounds throughout New England. I am by no means 
anti-RV or anti-campgrounds. I was also born and raised in Hinsdale and one of my first jobs as a teenager was in 
the office at Camp Emerson. I know firsthand that the family who currently owns the camp are all great people. It 
makes me a bit sad to see them close their doors, but I totally understand where they are coming from. I also totally 
understand why Northgate sees the potential in this beautiful property on Longview Ave.  
 
Now, let me jump to the chase. A few years ago, my husband and I purchased our house on Michaels Road because 
Hinsdale is a quiet, small town and we felt we could safely raise our son here. The fact that the traffic is minimal and 
we’re in a rural area we also felt we could safely take our dog for a walk every day. That was a big selling point for 
us. We literally chose to live here because Hinsdale is NOT “on the map”.  
 
My biggest concern is pedestrian safety. As a Michaels Road homeowner, I have some real concerns about the 
increase in traffic this RV park would bring to my road. I regularly walk my dog, many times accompanied by my 
young child, and can say for certain this road is not fit for both heavy vehicle traffic and pedestrian traffic. A large 
majority of this road does not even have a breakdown lane or a safe area to pull over, let alone sidewalks. On 
multiple occasions we have had to practically jump into the woods due to a car coming because in some areas of this 
narrow street you have no choice but to walk in the road.  Both the hill in front of my house at 400 Michaels Road 
and the turn near the baseball camp are potentially very dangerous. They are blind areas, and you have to rely on 
listening for vehicles while saying a prayer the drivers are actually paying attention. Luckily, besides the 8-12 weeks 
the summer camps are open, most drivers who pass by live nearby and drive with great care. The more vehicles you 
add (especially drivers who do not reside here and know the area) the more risk it will create for pedestrians like 
myself. I fear this proposed RV park will greatly limit our ability to safely take walks here. 
 
For a few days following the first meeting I decided to tally how many cars actually go by during our walks and 
compare these numbers to what Northgate projects their traffic would add. I wanted to see for myself if I was being 
over dramatic about the increased traffic this project could bring. I chose to walk different times of the day since 
certain hours may have more than others. As stated at the first meeting, it was determined that their traffic could 
bring “a modest increase” of one car per minute. Let me say that again, ONE CAR PER MINUTE. That would mean 
on my most busy walk when I moved out of the way for 14 cars, I will now be dodging 34 cars. On my least busy 
walk when I moved out of the way for 1 car, I could now see 25 cars?! An increase of 2500%.  ALL 
SUBSTANTIAL INCREASES. Even if their projected traffic was cut in half, it is by no means “a modest 
increase”.  Please see my comparisons below: 
 

Date Time of day length of walk 
# of vehicles 
passed 

potential new # 
vehicles 
passing # increase % increase 

Thursday 7/29 9:30 AM 22 min 2 22 20 1100% 
Friday 7/30 2:30 PM 38 min 5 38 33 760% 
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Saturday 7/31 12:30 PM 34 min 14 34 20 243% 
Sunday 8/1 3:00 PM 27 min 5 27 22 540% 
Monday 8/2 8:00 PM 25 min 1 25 24 2500% 

 
As their plans stand, this type of change to our neighborhood would be very damaging in my opinion. 
 
My husband and I have been contemplating whether we would be better off with a “Preserve Plunkett Lake” sign or 
a “For Sale” sign in our front yard. We live here because we like the small town vibes. Turn this area into a tourist 
attraction and unfortunately for us, the “For Sale” sign it will have to be. 
 
Amy Arico 
400 Michaels Road 
Hinsdale, MA 01235 
___________________________________________________________ 
 
From: linda yarmey [mailto:lindayarmey@gmail.com]  
Sent: Friday, August 13, 2021 2:12 PM 
To: Graves, Bob <Town.Administrator@hinsdalema.gov> 
Subject: Letter re: Northgate Proposal 
 
Hello friends and neighbors of Hinsdale. My name is Linda Yarmey. I have lived in Hinsdale for 31 years, and I also 
work at Camp Emerson for around 7 years now. I love this property. I love the peacefulness and beauty of the land. I 
don’t like to play politics which this small town is known for, but I feel I have to say something. "This is my 
personal thoughts, so please respect it just like I respect yours. " The owners of Camp Emerson are ready to retire 
after 54 years of serving thousands of children and their families. The camp will sell. What would you rather have as 
neighbors, 1-A RV Camp which will bring in revenue to this little town, also they will keep the integrity of the 
property 
2- It could sell to a developer who would plow down all this beautiful land and build 155 homes. Then you would 
never have water. 
The last option3- is someone could come in and build Low-income housing. That you make you property values 
tank. 
This is information, which I know are facts! There is already a small lake on the property that will be used for 
Kayaking, Paddle Boards and Swimming, along with a small beach. There is a 150000-gallon heated swimming 
pool which is 30 years old. With a pool, you never really empty a pool, water stays in the pool for years. It is 
recycled. They are adding 35000 sq ft splash pad, which is just like a small pool. “IF” they decide to use the marina 
at Plunket, it will be used just like Camp Emerson has used it for years. No extra cars will be parked there. They will 
go in a van, just like Emerson has for years. As for traffic, there is only 317 sites. Less than ½ that number will be 
preexisting building for people to rent, instead of bringing in a RV. So, with that said, “Do the math”. 317 sites with 
only 1 vehicle allowed on a site. That is not the 1000 vehicles people are saying it will be. As for water, RV’s only 
carry and use a small amounts of water. This should not be much different than what we use now. More tax revenue 
for the town. People coming into town means more business for our local restaurants and stores. Berkshire County is 
a destination for many people from all over the county. 
This will be a good thing for our small town. It will benefit our local business and hopefully bring more business in 
the town. It will bring needed tax money in which in turn helps to lower our own taxes. 
Come to the meeting on Monday the 16th and hear firsthand answers from Northgate and the Town officials. 
  
Linda Yarmey 
75 Goodrich St 
___________________________________________________________ 
 
Lein Family Statement 
August 13, 2021 
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After more than 50 years of operation, it was time for our family to pass along the Camp Emerson torch. It was of 
primary importance to us that the buyer should be as community driven and socially and environmentally 
responsible as we have always endeavored to be. We are confident that we have found that partner in Chelsea and 
Zach Bossenbroek of Northgate Resort Ventures. This has been a very thoughtful process. We approached our 
broker over two years ago to discuss what a sale might look like, and we have been working with Chelsea and Zach 
for over six months now both in terms of getting to know each other personally, and also to develop a full 
understanding of our mutual goals and expectations. First and foremost, among those expectations is that Northgate 
and their family campground operation will be a positive contribution to the town of Hinsdale and Berkshire 
County.  
 
It has been discouraging that a minority of community members are attempting to undermine the sale of our private 
property through the spread of misleading and incorrect information. Specifically, in regards to Plunkett lake usage, 
Northgate has stated that their usage will not be any more than we have had. We have faith that the intent of the vast 
majority of residents is that this transition will have many positive impacts on the town and its future, while not 
changing its peaceful character and that our beautiful property will remain as one of its primary attractions and 
assets.  
 
Like us, Northgate, is a family run company, and sees the value in building on our legacy and relationships. We look 
forward to receiving the continued support of the community leadership and our fellow community members, as we 
continue the process of evaluating and addressing all concerns brought forth during the scheduled planning 
meetings.  
 
With sincere appreciation, love, and friendship,  
 
The Lein Family 
_______________________________________________________ 
 
Sat 8/14/2021 2:45 PM 
 
 
Dear Friends, 
I’m sharing a post that we just put on the Hinsdale MA Citizens for Honest Town Government. I’m not active on 
Facebook and thought you might not be as well. I wanted to be sure you saw what we said. Please share with anyone 
who might be interested. 
Best, 
Sue 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________ 
 
Hinsdale friends, residents, and supporters of Camp Emerson: this has been a long journey. I don’t just mean this 
last summer, or even this past year and a half of Covid and post-covid reality (if indeed we are post-covid). I’m 
referring to the last five and half decades, because that is how long my family has owned and operated our camp 
here in town. It has truly been a rewarding journey. My Dad, Marv, had a dream to own and operate a children’s 
camp like this, and since the day he and my Mom, Addie, made good on that dream back in 1967, we’ve been in 
continuous operation, with only one year missing - last year - a year which is missing for most all of us.   
  
When my Mom passed in August 2019, and with my Dad requiring more and more of my care and attention in his 
waning years, in many ways this decision was made for me and my husband, Kevin; to retire, to focus on our family, 
and to put this incredible story to bed for the last time.   
  
On behalf of my family, I want to express our sincere thanks to the entire community of Hinsdale, and 
particularly those who have been so near and dear to us for so long. Thank you to the many, many friends who have 
worked with us, to the contractors and vendors for servicing us to be the best camp we can be, the fire and police 
departments for keeping us safe, the town staff for your assistance and all of our wonderful neighbors. And thank 
you, truly, for the backing in our ability to now sell our property as we move forward with the rest of our lives.   
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All that said, unfortunately, and to my great surprise, there is a contingent of folks (some residents and some not) 
who are effectively starting a fear campaign, for reasons I don't completely understand, to try and impede the sale of 
our property. In fact, I read in the Berkshire Eagle a quote from an individual recommending my property be taken 
from me and family by eminent domain. This individual has actually used my property and equipment, with my 
permission, in the past for his own enjoyment. And now that the time has come for us to close our Camp Emerson 
legacy, and for my family to earn what we can from this sale to Northgate - an incredibly well-respected family 
organization - this person wants the government to forcibly take it from me. This is discouraging, to say the least, as 
is the notion that certain individuals would attempt to undermine an entirely well considered proposal like 
Northgate's for their own self-centered interests.   
  
The fact is, there have been several legitimate concerns raised about the sale of our property, all of which have been 
addressed appropriately by Chelsea and Zach Bossenbroek of Northgate. They WILL NOT use Plunkett lake in 
ANY MORE capacity than we have for decades. At my suggestion, they are MOVING THE ENTRANCE to the 
camp so that it is no longer directly across from any neighbors, as it has been for decades. They have engaged a 
local engineering firm to ensure they comply WITH ALL ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATIONS. Questions of 
zoning applicability, environmental concerns, infrastructural integrity; every one of these considerations has been 
well thought out, studied, and engineered. Literally right next door to our property is in fact another RV 
campground. This sale really couldn't be more considerate from a community perspective. Perhaps we could have 
made more money on a sale that would have encouraged a developer to fill the entire parcel with multi-family 
homes - as we could by right according to the zoning laws - or apartment buildings.  But in our opinion, that would 
be a detriment to the community, the environment, and the integrity of the locale. And we want this outcome to be 
as beneficial to the community as possible, because we care about Hinsdale.  
  
I write to you, our longtime friends and supporters, you folks who love Hinsdale, love the Berkshires, and want to 
see the continued betterment of the area, to please WRITE TO THE HINSDALE TOWN LEADERS IN SUPPORT 
OF THIS STRAIGHTFORWARD SALE. Please let them know that the few people against our ability to sell our 
property are not speaking for the town at large.   
  
Thank you, again,  
 Sue Lein 
 
_______________________________________________________ 
 
From: Barbara Mills <b.mills115@gmail.com>  
Sent: Saturday, August 14, 2021 9:30 PM 
To: Select Board Assistant <Select.Board@hinsdalema.gov> 
Subject: Northgate RV Park 
 
 
I've lived at 26 Main St. Hinsdale for over 51 years. I live directly at the bottom of Bridge St. on Main St. I have had 
every kind of vehicle go over my lawn trying to make the turn between Bridge St & Main St. Also there have been 
some vehicles that gotten stuck up against the pole that has been there forever in the way. Since I also drive a school 
bus that goes up and down Bridge St. morning and afternoon there is a lot of waiting for vehicles to go up or down 
the street. And forget about making the turn at the top of Church St or Goodrich St. So how does Northgate plan on 
sending all these vehicles out to Michaels Rd when their GPS will send them the shortest route which is right thru 
the middle of town. And when these people want to go out to eat or explore the area....which way will they go?? 
Right down thru the middle of town. And wait til they discover Plunkett Lake. How do you plan on keeping them 
away from there? All of the people who think this rv park is a good idea...ask them if they want it across from their 
home? Also the supposed extra revenue from the park will be needed for more police officers, firemen and EMT'S 
which we have a big shortage of right now. I totally oppose this RV park and hope you will give my letter serious 
thought  
Thank you 
Barbara Mills 
 
_______________________________________________________ 
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